A coordination and ligand replacement based three-input colorimetric logic gate sensing platform for melamine, mercury ions, and cysteine†
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Discrimination of different species in various target scopes within a single sensing platform can provide many advantages such as simplicity, rapidness, and cost effectiveness. Here we design a three-input colorimetric logic gate, based on the aggregation and anti-aggregation of gold nanoparticles (Au NPs), for the sensing of melamine, cysteine, and Hg²⁺. The concept makes use of the advantages of the highly specific coordination and ligand replacement reactions between melamine, cysteine, Hg²⁺, and Au NPs. Different outputs are obtained with the combinational inputs in the logic gates, which can serve as a reference to discriminate different analytes within a single sensing platform. Furthermore, besides the intrinsic sensitivity and selectivity of Au NPs to melamine-like compounds, the "INH" gates of melamine/cysteine and melamine/Hg²⁺ in this logic system can be employed for sensitive and selective detections of cysteine and Hg²⁺, respectively.

Introduction

Maintaining a healthy lifestyle has been one of the most pressing topics of concern around the world for decades, especially with the increasing issues of food safety, environmental contamination, and personal healthcare. In particular, the shocking scandals of melamine in infant formula in 2008, and in yoghurt candy in 2014 have further warned the general public that food safety is a long-lasting battle for the human society.1,2 Heavy metal contaminants, such as mercury, on the other hand, represent one of the most severe environmental challenges.3 As a sulphur-containing amino acid, cysteine plays a crucial biological role in the human body. It is also a potential neurotoxin at elevated levels,4,5 a biomarker for various medical conditions,6,7 and a disease-associated physiological regulator.8–10 Therefore, a rapid and low-cost method for identification and detection of these targets is of crucial importance for environmental protection, food safety and medical diagnostics as well as for fundamental research. However, conventional methods employed in the sensing of Hg²⁺ (e.g. cold-vapor atomic fluorescence spectrometry,11 cold-vapor atomic absorption spectrometry,12 inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry,13 and X-ray absorption spectroscopy14), melamine (e.g. high-performance liquid chromatography,15 and mass spectroscopy16), and cysteine (e.g. electrochemical voltammetry,17,18 and fluorescence-coupled HPLC techniques19,20) are often expensive, labour-intensive, time-consuming, and non-portable. Therefore, low cost, simple, rapid, and portable methods are highly desired.

In this context, colorimetric sensing based on analyte induced aggregation or anti-aggregation of Au NPs has been widely used in chemo/biosensors for the detection of various analytes owing to its integration of simplicity, rapidness and cost effectiveness.21–27 In addition, the aggregation or anti-aggregation processes of Au NPs are often accompanied by a shift of the surface plasmon band, as well as a clear colour change between blue and red due to the inter-particle plasmon coupling,28,29 which can be easily observed either by naked eye or simple spectroscopy measurements. However, every sensing method has its own strengths and weaknesses due to its own limitations. Until now, most of the colorimetric platforms based on Au NPs are designed to detect one certain target and cannot be employed for the discrimination of different species in various target scopes within a single sensing platform.

Molecular logic gates which use the concept of a logic gate to construct chemo/biosensors, provide a possible way of solving the above problem. Depending on the number and the relationship of the inputs in the system, a wide range of logic
functions which include YES, NOT, AND, OR, NOR, NAND, INH, and XOR could be obtained. Analytes can be distinguished through different signal outputs upon changing the inputs. Therefore, different types of molecular sensors based on logic gate operations have been developed for the sensing of various targets such as metal ions, neurotransmitter release, DNA and aptamer, and iodide. To date, colorimetric logic gates based on the aggregation or anti-aggregation of Au NPs are mostly formulated by two inputs due to the lack of highly specific interactions between multiple target species, which thereby hampers the construction of a logically inter-connected sensing system with more than two inputs. Furthermore, the input species lack highly specific interactions with each other or Au NPs which may also lead to uncontrollable behaviour of the Au NPs. Therefore, ensuring highly specific interactions between the introduced species which serve as inputs, plays a key role in rationally designing a logic gate system with more inputs. Herein, we report a new three-input molecular logic gate for the sensing of melamine, cysteine, and Hg²⁺ based on the mechanism of analyte-induced aggregation and anti-aggregation of Au NPs. The aggregation and anti-aggregation of Au NPs can be well controlled due to the highly specific coordination and ligand replacement reactions between melamine, cysteine, Hg²⁺, and Au NPs. Therefore, a variety of inter-connected logic gates with different logic operations which include AND, OR, and INH can be built depending on the type of interactions between the targeted species and Au NPs. The highly specific interactions between the targeted species and Au NPs endow the as-designed system with high selectivity to the targets. Furthermore, the intrinsic sensitivity of Au NPs to melamine, which has been carefully studied before, enables the inter-connected sensing system to have good sensitivity to cysteine, and Hg²⁺.

**Experimental section**

**Materials and measurements**

Hg(ClO₄)₂·H₂O, CrCl₃·6H₂O, KCl, cyromazine, cyanuric acid, dicyandiamide, butylamine, acetonitrile, glycine, alanine, serine, proline, aspartic acid, asparagine, glutamic acid, ornithine, glutamine, histidine, tyrosine and arginine were of analytical grade and obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Singapore. Cysteine, melamine, sodium citrate anhydrous, HAuCl₄·3H₂O, ZnCl₂, PbCl₂, CuCl₂·2H₂O, CdCl₂, FeCl₃, and NiCl₂ were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Ultrapure water (18 MΩ) was used for all solution preparations. UV-vis absorption spectra were acquired using a PerkinElmer LAMBDA 950 spectrophotometer. TEM was performed on a JEOL1400 transmission electron microscope with an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. The SEM image was acquired by scanning electron microscopy (SEM; JEOL JSM-7001F).

**Synthesis of ~13 nm and ~30 nm Au NPs**

~13 nm colloidal Au NPs were prepared by the reduction of HAuCl₄ with trisodium citrate in aqueous solution. Typically, 10 mL of trisodium citrate (38.8 mM) was rapidly injected into a boiling solution of HAuCl₄ (100 mL, 1 mM), and the mixed solution was further refluxed for another 15 min into a wine red suspension. The suspension was gradually cooled to room temperature under stirring. The concentration of the Au NPs as determined by UV-vis spectroscopy was 10 nM. Then 10 mL of the Au NP suspension was diluted with 50 mL of deionised water to give a total volume of 60 mL as a stock liquid for the sensing of analytes. ~30 nm colloidal Au NPs were prepared by a similar method. Typically, 0.25 mL of 0.1 M HAuCl₄ was added to 100 mL of ultrapure water and then heated to boiling under magnetic stirring. After quickly injecting 1.5 mL of 1% trisodium citrate, the mixed solution was refluxed for 30 min and the Au NPs were synthesized. Then 10 mL of the Au NP solution was diluted with 10 mL of deionised water to give a total volume of 20 mL as a stock liquid for the sensing of analytes.

**Operations of the colorimetric logic gates**

For the logic gate operations, different analytes were mixed thoroughly first, and then added into 1 mL of the above ~13 nm Au NP suspension with the final effective concentration of the analytes at 6 × 10⁻⁵ M (melamine), 3.6 × 10⁻⁴ M (cysteine), and 1.8 × 10⁻⁴ M (Hg²⁺). To eliminate the effect of dilution, the volume of the mixture of the analytes was less than 30 μL. After 2 minutes, absorbance spectra of Au NP solutions were recorded with a UV-vis spectrometer. Photos of the above Au NP solutions were also taken by a digital camera at the same time.

**Sensing of melamine**

For analysis, 10 μL of the melamine aqueous solution with certain concentration was added into 1 mL of the Au NP solution to study the aggregation degree of Au NPs. For selectivity experiments, 10 μL of one of the different nitrogen containing compounds in aqueous solution was added into 1 mL of the Au NP solution, the final effective concentrations of different nitrogen containing compounds in Au NP solutions were all 1.5 × 10⁻⁶ M. After mixing thoroughly for 2 minutes, absorbance spectra and photos of the Au NP solutions were recorded with a UV-vis spectrometer and digital camera.

**Sensing of cysteine**

For selectivity experiments, 10 μL of one of the different amino acids and 10 μL of melamine in aqueous solution were mixed thoroughly first, and then added into 1 mL of the Au NP solution, the final effective concentrations of the different amino acids and melamine were all 6 × 10⁻⁵ M. After mixing thoroughly for 2 minutes, the absorbance spectra and photos of the Au NP solutions were recorded with a UV-vis spectrometer and digital camera. To study the limit of detection of cysteine, 1 mL of Au NP solution with a degree of aggregation induced by melamine at a final concentration of 1.4 × 10⁻⁶ M was used as a control sample. 10 μL aliquots of cysteine at different concentrations and 10 μL of melamine in aqueous solution were mixed thoroughly, and then added to 1 mL of the Au NP solution. The final effective concentration of cysteine ranged from 0 to 3 × 10⁻⁶ M, whereas the final concentration of melamine was always 1.4 × 10⁻⁶ M. After mixing thoroughly for 2 minutes, the
absorbance spectra and photos of the Au NP solutions were recorded with a UV-vis spectrometer and digital camera.

**Sensing of Hg**

For selectivity experiments, 10 μL of one of the different metal ions and 10 μL of melamine in aqueous solution were mixed thoroughly first, and then added into 1 mL of the Au NP solution, the final effective concentrations of the different metal ions were all 5 × 10⁻⁶ M, whereas the final concentration of melamine was always 1.5 × 10⁻⁶ M. After mixing thoroughly for 2 minutes, the absorbance spectra and photos of the Au NP solutions were recorded with a UV-vis spectrometer and digital camera. To study the limit of detection of Hg⁡⁺, the aggregation degree of 1 mL of Au NP solution induced by melamine at a final concentration of 6 × 10⁻⁷ M was used as a control sample in the presence of 15 mM NaCl. Then 10 μL of Hg⁡⁺ at different concentrations and 10 μL of melamine in aqueous solution were mixed thoroughly, and then added to 1 mL of the Au NP solutions, the final effective concentrations of Hg⁡⁺ ranged from 0 to 400 nM, whereas the final concentrations of melamine were all 6 × 10⁻⁷ M. After mixing thoroughly for 15 minutes, absorbance spectra and photos of Au NP solutions were recorded with a UV-vis spectrometer and digital camera.

**Results and discussion**

**Design of the three-input Au NP colorimetric logic gate of Hg**

Fig. 1 illustrates the mechanism of the colorimetric logic gate. We define the inputs “1” and “0” of the logic gate as the presence and absence of an analyte, respectively. Then we can define the wine red (dispersed) and dark blue (aggregated) colour of Au NPs at 520 nm as “1” and “1” which correspond to the inputs of a logic gate, respectively. Since there are three kinds of analytes (Hg⁡⁺, melamine, and cysteine) in our system, the possible number of input conditions is 2³ = 8, namely, 000, 100, 001, 101, 111, 110, 011, and 010. The 13 nm colloidal Au NPs are wine red and well dispersed in aqueous solution with the weakly surface-bound, negatively charged citrate ions (input 000, output 0), whereas their aggregates appear dark blue in colour. Because melamine is positively charged owing to its protonated amine groups, addition of melamine to the Au NP solution will shield the electrostatic repulsion of negative charges that helps stabilize the Au NPs. As a result, the surface-bound citrate ions are depleted, subsequently leading to the cross linking of Au NPs or the aggregation of Au NPs accompanied by a colour change from wine red to dark blue (input 001, output 1). However, the aggregation of Au NPs induced by the addition of melamine can be easily inhibited in the presence of Hg⁡⁺ due to the higher affinity of melamine to Hg⁡⁺, which can be explained by the coordination that occurs through the amine and triazine nitrogen atoms in melamine with Hg⁡⁺ (input 101, output 0). Among various kinds of organic groups, the sulphydryl group has superior affinity to the surface of Au NPs due to the formation of an Au–S bond which is commonly employed in the surface modification of Au NPs. As a sulphydryl-containing amino acid, cysteine could be chemisorbed onto the surface of Au NPs to form a molecular layer of cysteine (input 010, output 0). It is anticipated that the chemisorption of cysteine onto a Au surface is superior to the electrostatic coordination of melamine, therefore an addition of cysteine could prevent melamine from inducing the aggregation of Au NPs (input 011, output 0). On the other hand, since the breakage of Au–S bonds will occur when there is Hg⁡⁺ in the system, the addition of Hg⁡⁺ to the Au NPs solution in the presence of cysteine will lead to the removal of the chemisorbed thiolates on the Au surface. This process destabilizes the well-dispersed Au NP solution, resulting in the aggregation of Au NPs (input 110, output 1). However, the addition of Hg⁡⁺ to the Au NP colloidal solution in the absence of cysteine has almost no effect on the dispersion state of Au NPs (input 100, output 0). Furthermore, in the presence of all inputs (Hg⁡⁺, melamine, and cysteine), Hg⁡⁺ would rather bind to cysteine than melamine; this competition leads to the formation of a more stable Hg⁡⁺–cysteine complex instead of a Hg⁡⁺–melamine complex and subsequently results in the aggregation of Au NPs (input 111, output 1). Based on the coordination and ligand replacement mechanisms between Hg⁡⁺, melamine, cysteine and Au NPs, the three-input colorimetric logic gate was rationally designed.

**Combination operations of the Au NP colorimetric logic gate**

The synthesized Au NPs were characterized by TEM which indicates that their size is ~13 nm (Fig. S1, ES†). Fig. 2A shows the responses of the absorption spectra of the 13 nm Au NP solutions upon the combinational additions of melamine, cysteine, and Hg⁡⁺. Dramatic changes in the absorption spectra of the Au NPs are observed from samples upon the additions of melamine (input 001), melamine/Hg⁡⁺/cysteine (input 111), and Hg⁡⁺/cysteine (input 110). Absorption bands of the Au NPs in the range of 600 to ~700 nm resulted from their aggregates increasing obviously, while the original absorbance of the Au NPs at 520 nm decreases strongly. It is found that there are insignificant changes in the absorption spectra of the Au NPs upon the additions of melamine, cysteine, and Hg⁡⁺ in the other combinations which correspond to the input conditions 000, 100, 101, 011, and 010. The TEM images of the Au NPs upon the combinational additions of melamine, cysteine, and Hg⁡⁺ for the logic operations confirm their corresponding dispersion or aggregation states (Fig. S1, ES†). It is consistent with the absorption spectra that the aggregates were only formed with the input conditions 001, 110, and 111. Furthermore, the corresponding colorimetric effects are evaluated by comparing the A₅₂₀nm/A₆₅₀nm values (Fig. 2B). Fig. 2C depicts the network map of the combinations of the “AND”, “INH”, and “OR” gates for the logic operations. Neither Hg⁡⁺ nor cysteine can induce the aggregation of Au NPs alone, however, their coexistence would result in a dramatic aggregation of Au NPs. Thus, an “AND” gate could be built to convey the interrelationship between the presence of cysteine/Hg⁡⁺ and the aggregation of Au NPs. Since melamine alone also possesses the ability to enable Au NP aggregation, an “OR” gate can be employed to describe the logic connection between melamine and the “AND” gate of cysteine/
Hg$^{2+}$. Meanwhile, the presence of only cysteine or Hg$^{2+}$ can inhibit the aggregation of Au NPs induced by melamine. Therefore, two “INH” gates of melamine/cysteine and melamine/Hg$^{2+}$ are also needed. The detailed logic operations of “AND”, “OR”, and “INH” gates are illustrated in Table S1 (ESI†). Fig. 2D is a table of inputs and outputs of the combinational logic gate, the visual colour changes of the output “0” (red) and output “1” (blue) can be clearly identified. The mechanisms of analyte induced aggregation or anti-aggregation of Au NPs can be used for the discrimination of different analytes or their combinations under certain conditions. A schematic illustration of this application can be found in Fig. S2 (ESI†).
A competing coordination interaction based mechanism between Hg^{2+}, melamine and cysteine

To better understand the interactions between Hg^{2+}, melamine and cysteine, the coordination reaction between Hg^{2+} and melamine was first investigated through the titration experiments. Fig. 3A shows the absorption spectra changes of the melamine solution on titration with Hg^{2+}. The free melamine in aqueous solution exhibits a strong absorption band at 204 nm and a weak absorption band at 234 nm. However, upon the addition of Hg^{2+} to the melamine aqueous solution, the intensity of the absorption band at 234 nm is greatly enhanced, whereas the intensity of the absorption band at 204 nm shows a pronounced decrease, indicating that coordination occurred between Hg^{2+} and melamine. The enhancement of the absorption band at 234 nm and the decrease of the absorption band at 204 nm are both observed by increasing the molar ratio of Hg^{2+} to melamine from 3 : 1 to 4 : 1, implying there is still an excess amount of nitrogen atoms which are not completely coordinated in the solution of Hg^{2+}-melamine complexes at the molar ratio of 3 : 1. A solution of Hg^{2+}-melamine complexes at the molar ratio of 3 : 1 was then chosen to study the ligand replacement reaction of Hg^{2+} upon the addition of cysteine. Fig. 3B shows the evolution of absorption spectra of the Hg^{2+}-melamine complex solution at the molar ratio of 3 : 1 upon the addition of cysteine. The absorption bands in the range of 200 to 230 nm increase strongly and reach their maxima at the molar ratio of 1 : 3 : 6 (melamine/Hg^{2+}/cysteine). To make sure these increments are not the result of the addition of cysteine itself, the equivalent amounts of cysteine were investigated solely (Fig. 3C). The increments of the band at 200 to 230 nm induced by the addition of cysteine to the solution of the Hg^{2+}-melamine complex, are about 8 times higher when compared to the increments caused solely by cysteine, suggesting that the Hg^{2+}-melamine complex is transformed into a more stable Hg^{2+}-cysteine complex. We also checked that the absorption spectra changes of the titration of Hg^{2+} solution with cysteine at the same molar ratio ranges from 3 : 0 to 3 : 8. Similar increments of the band at 200 to 230 nm are observed, indicating that the coordination reaction between Hg^{2+} and cysteine indeed occurs (Fig. 3D). Both of the increments of the bands at
200 to ~230 nm reach their maxima when the molar ratio of Hg\(^{2+}\) to cysteine is 3:6 in the solution of Hg\(^{2+}\)–cysteine and Hg\(^{2+}\)–melamine–cysteine, implying that a stable complex of Hg\(^{2+}\)(cysteine)\(_2\) was formed in both systems, with and without melamine, which strongly suggests the complete transition of Hg\(^{2+}\)–melamine complexes to Hg\(^{2+}\)–cysteine complexes. It is also consistent with many previous reports that cysteine is capable of forming a complex of Hg\(^{2+}\)(cysteine)\(_2\) with Hg\(^{2+}\), and that the stability constant of the Hg\(^{2+}\)(cysteine)\(_2\) complex is as high as 2 \times 10^{40} \text{ M}^{-2} \text{ cm}^{-3}.\text{ mol}^{-2}. A series of control experiments were also carefully conducted and these results are evident in our proposed mechanisms. These are that cysteine with a sulphydryl group can protect Au NPs from aggregation in the presence of melamine, and can form more stable complexes with Hg\(^{2+}\) through coordination, to destabilize the Au NP colloidal solution in the presence or absence of melamine (Fig. S3 and S4, ESI†).

Detection of melamine, Hg\(^{2+}\), and cysteine in aqueous solution

Au NP colloidal solution was reported to show intrinsic colorimetric sensitivity and selectivity to melamine,\textsuperscript{23,41} we also
investigated this in detail (Fig. S5–S7, ESIf). Cysteine has been widely used for inducing the aggregation of Au NPs at high concentration or low pH values for various applications due to the formation of zwitterionic networks involving head-to-head interactions of the deprotonated carboxylate (−COO−) and protonated amine (−NH3+) groups on adjacent particles.47 In our work, we found that cysteine could also be employed as a stabilizing agent to prevent the aggregation of Au NPs induced by melamine under certain conditions. Therefore, an unusual application in which the “INH” gate of melamine/cysteine was employed in the selective and sensitive detection of cysteine was devised. Fig. 4A shows the changes in the absorption spectra of Au NPs as a result of the addition of different amino acids in the presence of melamine. It exhibits a high selectivity for cysteine over other amino acids including glycine (Gly), alanine (Ala), serine (Ser), proline (Pro), aspartic acid (Asp), asparagine (Asn), glutamic acid (Glu), ornithine (Orn), glutamine (Gln), histidine (His), tyrosine (Tyr), and arginine (Arg) based on the A650 nm/A520 nm values and their corresponding colour readouts (Fig. 4B and C). It can be seen from the molecular structures that only cysteine which is a sulphydryl-containing amino acid could inhibit the aggregation of Au NPs induced by melamine (Fig. 4D). To evaluate the sensitivity of the assay, the A650 nm/A520 nm values of Au NPs were measured after the addition of various concentrations of cysteine in the presence of melamine. As can be seen from Fig. 4E, the intensity ratios of the two absorption bands at 520 and 650 nm gradually decrease with the increasing amount of cysteine. Even when cysteine is at the concentration of 0.6 μM, the decrease of the A650 nm/A520 nm value can be clearly obtained with the UV-vis spectrometer, demonstrating the sensitive response to cysteine. The decrease of the A650 nm/A520 nm values results in clear colour changes of Au NP solutions from dark blue to wine red (Fig. 4F). As can be seen from Fig. 4G, in the cysteine concentration range of 0.6 to 1.4 μM, the A650 nm/A520 nm value is closely related to the amount of cysteine added to the Au NP solution, which can be used for the quantification of cysteine. Based on a similar strategy, the “INH” gate of melamine/Hg2+ can be applied to the selective and sensitive detection of Hg2+. The limit of detection for Hg2+ can reach as low as 50 nM (10 ppb) based on the A650 nm/A520 nm value (Fig. S8, ESIf).

Conclusion

In summary, a three-input colorimetric logic gate has been designed based on the highly specific coordination and ligand replacement reactions between melamine, cysteine, Hg2+, and Au NPs, and its utility has been established for visual discrimination of melamine, cysteine, and Hg2+ in aqueous solution. The “INH” gates of melamine/cysteine and melamine/Hg2+ can also be used to quantitate cysteine and Hg2+ in solutions on the basis of the measurement of A650 nm/A520 nm ratios of Au NPs. The “INH” gate of melamine/cysteine allows the rapid detection of cysteine down to 0.6 μM within 2 minutes. The “INH” gate of melamine/Hg2+ provides a rapid detection of Hg2+ as low as 50 nM (10 ppb) within 15 minutes. This herein reported concept could be extended to the visual detection of a wide range of organic and biological molecules through properly designing different coordination and ligand replacement reactions based on Au NPs.
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